Easiway Systems continues to be the industry leader in the development of innovative, high performance, green products for the screen printing and graphic arts industry. Over the past 30 years, our dedication to quality, safety, and understanding of the market needs, combined with the industry's most qualified people have provided the screen printing industry with superior, cost efficient products and systems to address their environmental and workplace needs. Our focus on continuous research and our high standards of environmental excellence provides cutting edge performance, improved safety and minimal ecological impact over alternative hazardous products used in the graphic arts field today. At Easiway Systems we develop, manufacture, and distribute our quality products throughout the world from our corporate headquarters located in Delano, Minnesota USA. Right-to-know legislation, air quality laws and waste disposal regulations have become a reality. As the environmental agencies escalate enforcement practices, all screen printers will feel the impact. The following are Easiway Systems products which are helping many screen printing companies, large and small, achieve the goals of cost reduction, environmental compliance and improved workplace safety.

**Cleaning Equipment**

*EasiFlo™ Recirculating Systems* filters Easiway Systems solvents as it washes ink from screens to extend solvent life and provide the ultimate in screen cleaning safety and efficiency.

*Easiway Wash Out Booths* are the finest in back lit, corrosion proof washout booths.

*ESS-1 Pneumatic Pumping Systems* provide for effortless application of Easiway Systems screen washes and stencil removers to screens.

**On-Press Cleaners**

Replace hazardous materials with unique on-press solvents that dissolve virtually all inks. These cleaners have NO employee exposure limits (TLV's and PEL's), and evaporate quickly. *PlastiSolv™ 800, 820 and 842* for textile screen printers, or *EasiSolv™ MPC, 110, 120 and 140* for graphic screen printers, can reduce on-press solvent consumption by 50%-70%, cutting VOC emissions and reducing hazards to employees. These products are also great for cleaning flood bars and squeegees.

**Screen Washes**

*EasiSolv™ 201, 701, 770, 901, 930, ECO Wash and VersaSolv* are multipurpose screen washes that quickly dissolve all solvent, UV, water base, electronic and textile inks. They also work extremely well as a stain remover/degreaser. They provide fast economical & environmentally safe screen cleaning without any photopolymer emulsion lock up.

**Stencil Removers**

All Easiway Systems Stencil Removers are manufactured to quickly and thoroughly dissolve all types of photo-stencils. Available in ready-to-use liquid, liquid concentrate, liquid super-concentrate and powdered forms. Just choose your strength.

**One Step Ink Cleaner & Emulsion Removers**

*EasiStrip™ and EasiStrip™ SUPRA* offer a revolutionary way to clean and reclaim screens, either manually or by use in a dip tank application. Both applications provide a streamlined approach to reclaiming textile printing screens. When used as directed, these unique products dissolve plastisol and water base ink, water soluble block-out, direct and capillary emulsion film as well as tape residue.

*EasiSolv™ 1028* is a new, radical, ready to use liquid cleaner which is designed to be used manually to clean and reclaim UV and plastisol printing screens. This is a “true” combination product.

All Easiway Systems One Step Ink Cleaner & Emulsion Removers are low odor, non-flammable, biodegradable, and non-hazardous products. They are not only less costly than using several products, you will also benefit from less labor and an improved efficiency over current processes you see today.

**Stain and Haze Removers**

*EasiSolv™ Gold and 415* are biodegradable, fast acting, one part liquid designed to quickly and thoroughly dissolve all ink stains, emulsion residue/stains and ghost images from all types of screen printing mesh.

**Mesh Preparation & Degreasers**

*EasiSolv™ Screen Perfect Stencil Enhancer/Degreaser,* our ground breaking patent pending mesh treatment, will give you remarkably improved stencils free of pinholes, fish eyes and other defects. Just mix Screen Perfect with 20 parts water and you have the best degreaser on the market today!